I’M Safe for Schools
I’m Safe for Schools is a patent pending, cutting edge system that integrates
teachers and staff into an emergency response during a school lock-down. It is an
Safe Schools Scenarios:
unfortunate fact that in most schools once a lock-down has been declared very little
Fire Drills/Evacuation
(if any) information on the status inside the school is shared with responders
Medical Emergency
risking a slower, less focused response. I’m Safe for Schools changes this with the
Disturbance
push of a button…teachers and staff can now immediately notify responders
Suspicious Activity
exactly what the status is an any classroom!
Lock-Downs
The software system includes a web enabled dashboard, which compiles the
information coming in from teachers and staff and overlays it on a floorplan so responders where they need to be
faster. I’m Safe for Schools costs a small fraction of hardware based solutions that do less than our system.
Fire Drills and Evacuations: The system is designed to rapidly
account for groups under the supervision of a single individual to
be able to “check-in” during an emergency evacuation and provide
the location and status of a group. By reporting “Out of
Classroom” and then the status of the group/class a large number
of groups can be easily accounted for.
Disturbances: The “Send Help” function is designed to notify
internal administrators, security personnel or others that a problem
exist that is not at the level of requesting outside assistance. A text
or email will alert the proper individuals who can respond quickly
to a concern within a facility.
Suspicious Activity: The “Send Help” function can also be used to bring a concern to the attention for security
personnel. Situations such as a person watching a school, an occupied car that is out
of place, an intruder or any other indicator of a problem can be reported quickly and
without alarming students.
Medical Emergencies: The “Send Help” function can also be used to initiate an
internal request in a medical emergency without taking time away from helping an
injured or sick student. The single push of a button will get assistance moving to the
incident location immediately, allowing the teacher to focus on the person needing
help/comfort.
Lock-down and classroom safety reporting and tactical response information:
1. An alert is sent out by a school administrator to
teachers and others responsible for a group’s
safety such as a classroom. Each user is assigned
a unique identifier such as Classroom 152.
2. A teacher acknowledges the alert and the I’m
Safe for Schools app will automatically launch.
3. School administrators and security personnel and
tactical response units know immediately what
groups of students are safe, where there may be
danger and where help is needed.
4. The ability to see the floor plan overlaid with the
color coded symbols will speed up response to
the affected area and the potential to save lives.
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